Believe it or not? The challenge of validating large scale probabilistic risk models
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Abstract. The National Flood Risk Assessment (NaFRA) for England and Wales was initially undertaken in 2002 with frequent updates since. NaFRA has become a key source of information on flood risk, informing policy and investment decisions as well as communicating risk to the public and insurers. To make well informed decisions based on these data, users rightfully demand to know the confidence they can place in them. The probability of inundation and associated damage however cannot be validated in the traditional sense, due the rare and random nature of damaging floods and the lack of a long (and widespread) stationary observational record (reflecting not only changes in climate but also the significant changes in land use and flood defence infrastructure that are likely to have occurred). To explore the validity of NaFRA this paper therefore provides a bottom-up qualitative exploration of the potential errors within the supporting methods and data. The paper concludes by underlining the need for further research to understand how to robustly validate probabilistic risk models.

1 Introduction

Over recent years risk analysis (reflecting a combination of probability and consequence) has become common place in support of flood management decisions in England. Building upon the National Assets at Risk studies in the late 1990s the National Flood Risk Assessment (NaFRA) was first undertaken by the Environment Agency in 2002 to provide a quantified assessment of national economic risk of flooding from rivers and the sea, and its regional distribution. Frequent updates of NaFRA (based on progressive improvements to the methods and data) have taken place since. During this time the use of the results has also changed. The NaFRA products are increasingly used to support activities across flood risk management, including helping the Environment Agency report against national outcome measures, explore national scale long term investment scenarios, and communicate flood risk to the public (providing the data behind the Environment Agency’s “What’s In Your Back Yard” (WYBY) service, including a “Risk of flooding from rivers and sea” map since December 2013 and as open data since December 2014).

The continued increase in use of the NaFRA products, has been accompanied with greater pressure to understand if the results are ‘fit for purpose’ – recognising one ‘golden rule’ of good flood risk management is to communicate both risk and uncertainty. Penning-Rowsell, 2014 for example suggests the national estimate of risk derived through NaFRA significantly overstates the real risk.

The inability to satisfactorily ‘validate’ the national assessment of flood risk reflects two issues: (i) validation is decision-dependent. This is because a decision maker’s expectation for tolerable uncertainty, at a particular scale or in a particular flood characteristic (depth, velocity, probability etc), is ultimately related to value judgements made about their relative importance and (ii) flood risk is not directly or fully observable. Given that damaging flood events are rare and flood systems (the climate, the defences, the properties etc) are not stationary, it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine the accuracy of an estimate through comparison to objective measured data alone.

This paper further describes the difficulties associated with the validation of the NaFRA results, the sources of potential error and presents a new validation framework to guide an on-gong process of validation.

2 The validation challenge

The ‘validation’ of a risk assessment must necessarily be considered as a process of structured reasoning about the level of confidence needed to support a particular decision and the credibility of the assessment of risk in that context. For example, a user of the national aggregation of risk, which was the intended use of the assessment may be able to rely on local errors cancelling out (subject to an understanding about whether or not such errors exhibit any particular biases); an individual homeowner, insurer or local planning officer faced with an obviously implausible map of modelled flood risk may not consider the information reliable enough to be useful. Because of this variation in use, any attempt to provide a universal definition of what is “good enough” would...
flounder. In addition to the difficulty associated with a varying notion of validity, any process of validating probabilistic flood risk estimates also has to overcome a number of underlying challenges:

- **Lack of ‘risk’ observations**: Flood risk (a function of both probability and consequence) can only ever be estimated and not fully measured directly. This reflects natural variability in climate (and the need to include rare physical circumstances that may never have been observed) but also stochastic behaviour in other factors that determine flood risk (for example, the chance of breach or blockage) and changing nature, of the flood system itself (for example changes in defences and receptor exposure and vulnerabilities). Consequences can be observed, but not a combination of consequences and probability.

- **Observed behaviour during frequent storm events may not be replicated in extreme cases**: System risk models, and the individual model components they comprise, can be compared (or even calibrated) against more frequent, observed events. The process of calibration cannot be relied upon to ensure reasonable performance during very extreme events where no observations exist and the behaviour of the system may be fundamentally changed (for example, a single, or even multiple, breach(es) may occur, or storms may be more widespread or persist for longer than historically observed and lead to a non-linear, modelled, escalation in impacts – as first recognised in the wake of the Asian Tsunami, 2004).

- **Heterogeneity of real flood systems**: Perhaps more so than in more others countries the physical characteristics of the individual flood systems across England vary significantly. Equally, the quality of the data available within each so-called Flood Risk Management System (FRMS) varies between systems and within each system. It is therefore difficult to assemble benchmark tests (against which the national analysis can be compared) that cover all physical settings (catchment types, defence systems, receptors etc.) and data quality combinations that may be encountered. This, of course, also means that a national-level methodology for risk assessment may not fit local circumstances.

- **Variation in the weakest links**: An assessment of the probability of flooding and the associated impacts requires all important aspects of the flooding system (the sources, pathways and receptors) to be represented. The important processes will however vary from one location to another. For example, using a model that focuses solely on the hydrology and channel hydraulics whilst ignoring the representation of defence performance may provide credible results in some areas, whereas the results in others may contain profound errors (in this case, for example, in floodplains defended by raised defences). The credibility of the weakest element of the system model is also important. Consider for example a defended floodplain. A system model of a defended floodplain that combines a fully hydrodynamic model (established using a highly accurate representation of floodplain topography) but linked to a simplified representation of breach location and growth is likely to be as ‘wrong’ as a simplified inundation model linked to a detailed (more accurate) assessment of breach location and growth.

### 3 Overview of the NaFRA analysis

The system risk analysis that supports NaFRA is based upon a model called ‘RASP’. The RASP combines a probabilistic description of the source (fluvial and coastal storm loads) and pathway (defence performance) with a simplified inundation analysis and an assessment of direct impacts – Figure 1. More detail on the RASP methods can be found in 5,11.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1** Overview of the main components of the RASP system risk analysis method that underlies the National Flood Risk Assessment (adapted15)

### 4 Understanding the nature of errors

As with all models, RASP is subject to error. Inaccuracies in data (introduced, for example, through inaccuracies in measured defence crest levels or the land use in at-risk areas) and the performance of individual model components (introduced, for example, through simplifications of the breach processes) lend themselves to direct inclusion within a local or global sensitivity analysis to determine their influence on the assessment of
A number of studies have therefore been undertaken to explore the potential sources of error within NaFRA\textsuperscript{12,13,14,15,16}. These studies attempt to quantify uncertainties that may have a significant influence on the credibility of the NaFRA results including model structure errors (such as the lack of interaction between the floodplain and river channel), model component uncertainties (reflecting the simplification of the floodplain process used) and data uncertainties (particularly around basic data such as crest level and the location and type of property that maybe exposed to flood waters).

5 Validation approach

Although a definitive statement on the importance of different sources of error and uncertainties within NaFRA in the context of the multiple decisions it now supports is not possible, a number of studies have been undertaken that provide useful insights. The validation process promoted here synthesizes these previous studies and presents a ‘top-down’ process (focused on the credibility of the aggregated risks at a national scale) and a ‘bottom-up’ process (focused on the local credibility of individual datasets, model components and model structures used within the analysis) - Figure 1. The top-down approach compares (i) the nationally aggregated risk as estimated through NaFRA with an actuarial analysis of historical events, (ii) selected results from the NaFRA analysis with local, more detailed, applications of the same underlying methods, and (iii) explores the potential for comparison with alternative system models. The bottom-up approach explores the performance of the individual deterministic component parts of the national risk model, the probabilistic simulation framework and the supporting data and model parameters. This is done to provide disaggregated information on the level of each component to represent specific aspects of the flooding system and hence where potential opportunities for improvements may lie.

6 Review of potential errors

The following Tables provide a synthesis of the findings from these studies. Table 2 focuses on model structure errors. Tables 3 and 4 focus on the individual model components used and the supporting data.

![Figure 2](image-url) Gross Error Potential and Quantifiable Knowledge Uncertainty both need to be understood to gain confidence in any assessment of risk.

![Figure 3](image-url) Developing a structured understanding of the confidence within flood risk system models requires a combination of top down and bottom up perspectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assumption</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk loading conditions are assumed to be fully dependent on single episode along the boundaries of any given floodplain. In situations where the boundary loads respond to the same storm event then this is likely to be a reasonable assumption. In isolated areas where local bathymetry and orientation vary markedly over short lengths, estuaries and confluences, where joint probability issues arise this is likely to be a much more significant assumption which may introduce bias\textsuperscript{17}. No consideration is given to the conditions of temporally sequenced or clustered events (and loading conditions that are known to be important).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence of storm loading between flood areas</td>
<td>Each Flood Area is assumed independent of all others and hence a change in one Flood Area in breadth or discharge rating for example has no influence on loads elsewhere. This is clearly untenable in some areas where upstream and/or downstream behaviour can have a marked impact on flooding elsewhere. This assumption also makes understanding the event risk regionally or nationally difficult. Some attempts have been made to overcome these issues through the inclusion of a basic feedback mechanism and the potential for a more rigorous consideration of the spatial dependence issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7 Performance of individual model components

In river water levels: NaFRA uses extreme water levels provided from detailed local models (run assuming defences and barriers, where they exist, perform perfectly). In the absence of local model results, estimates are taken from the national flood zone mapping, which evolved over a number of years from a simple ‘indicative’ assessment of areas that may be at risk of flooding (without accounting for flood defences), to a patchwork of more or less detailed modelling of areas at risk of flooding. HR Wallingford (2006) includes some assessment of uncertainty in the fluvial load calculations and suggests that a ‘good’ estimate of the 1:1000 year water level in the Thames Estuary (reflecting the assumed data quality of the local data sources) has an associated error of ±0.35 m. Errors in more complex settings (such as steep catchments) are likely to be considerably greater.

The data that supports NaFRA is however derived from UK industry-standard methods published in the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) and associated data sets. These combine extreme value analysis of historical measurements of river flows and rainfall with empirical models based on catchment typology and other geographical data to produce estimates of the marginal distribution of peak river flows at any location on a river. The FEH is designed as a guide for experts to select an appropriate analytical method based on detailed assessments of data and hydrological knowledge of a study area. There is the potential for significant errors through mis-specification of the hydrological model. Kjeldsen (2014) studied uncertainty about a 1/100 AEP design flow estimate using the FEH ‘index flood’ methods and found that the 95% confidence interval at an ungaged site using donor transfer will be of the order of minus 55% to plus 125%. The implications of this uncertainty in hydrological analysis on the load levels at a given location within the national analysis is unclear, but a pragmatic approach is taken whereby local Environment Agency staff review the loading conditions and are able to make modifications if considered appropriate.

Frailty: The use of frailty curves for representing the performance of flood defences has its origins within the US. This work has been extended within the UK and Europe over the past decade, see for example. The system models use the frailty curves to define the likelihood of different defence system states. Multiple defence system states (and hence flood extents) are simulated for any given hydraulic loading event (e.g. extreme river flow or coastal overtopping). The models consider a wide range of hydraulic loading events and combine information on the likelihood of the hydraulic loads with information on the likelihood of defence failure to evaluate the overall flood risk. The NaFRA 2002 considered the impact of uncertainty in the frailty estimates to be propagated through to the assessed risk, suggesting an impact of between 0.5 to 2 times the central estimate of EAD. Consideration of uncertainty in the defence performance (given load) is no longer represented in the risk assessment.

Breaching: If a defence is sampled to be in a breached state, the dimensions of the breach are estimated using a

---

Table 3 Model component uncertainties that may have a significant influence on the credulity of the NaFRA results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limitation Assumption</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defences in breach</td>
<td>The assessment of defence breach has its origins within the US. The work has been extended within the UK and Europe over the past decade, see for example 1,4,33,34,35. The system models use the frailty curves to define the likelihood of different defence system states. Multiple defence system states (and hence flood extents) are simulated for any given hydraulic loading event (e.g. extreme river flow or coastal overtopping). The models consider a wide range of hydraulic loading events and combine information on the likelihood of the hydraulic loads with information on the likelihood of defence failure to evaluate the overall flood risk. The NaFRA 2002 considered the impact of uncertainty in the frailty estimates to be propagated through to the assessed risk, suggesting an impact of between 0.5 to 2 times the central estimate of EAD. Consideration of uncertainty in the defence performance (given load) is no longer represented in the risk assessment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Floodplain: The NAIFRA models use extreme water levels provided from detailed local models (run assuming defences and barriers, where they exist, perform perfectly). In the absence of local model results, estimates are taken from the national flood zone mapping, which evolved over a number of years from a simple ‘indicative’ assessment of areas that may be at risk of flooding (without accounting for flood defences), to a patchwork of more or less detailed modelling of areas at risk of flooding. HR Wallingford (2006) includes some assessment of uncertainty in the fluvial load calculations and suggests that a ‘good’ estimate of the 1:1000 year water level in the Thames Estuary (reflecting the assumed data quality of the local data sources) has an associated error of ±0.35 m. Errors in more complex settings (such as steep catchments) are likely to be considerably greater.

The data that supports NaFRA is however derived from UK industry-standard methods published in the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) and associated data sets. These combine extreme value analysis of historical measurements of river flows and rainfall with empirical models based on catchment typology and other geographical data to produce estimates of the marginal distribution of peak river flows at any location on a river. The FEH is designed as a guide for experts to select an appropriate analytical method based on detailed assessments of data and hydrological knowledge of a study area. There is the potential for significant errors through mis-specification of the hydrological model. Kjeldsen (2014) studied uncertainty about a 1/100 AEP design flow estimate using the FEH ‘index flood’ methods and found that the 95% confidence interval at an ungaged site using donor transfer will be of the order of minus 55% to plus 125%. The implications of this uncertainty in hydrological analysis on the load levels at a given location within the national analysis is unclear, but a pragmatic approach is taken whereby local Environment Agency staff review the loading conditions and are able to make modifications if considered appropriate.

Frailty: The use of frailty curves for representing the performance of flood defences has its origins within the US. The work has been extended within the UK and Europe over the past decade, see for example 1,4,33,34,35. The system models use the frailty curves to define the likelihood of different defence system states. Multiple defence system states (and hence flood extents) are simulated for any given hydraulic loading event (e.g. extreme river flow or coastal overtopping). The models consider a wide range of hydraulic loading events and combine information on the likelihood of the hydraulic loads with information on the likelihood of defence failure to evaluate the overall flood risk. The NaFRA 2002 considered the impact of uncertainty in the frailty estimates to be propagated through to the assessed risk, suggesting an impact of between 0.5 to 2 times the central estimate of EAD. Consideration of uncertainty in the defence performance (given load) is no longer represented in the risk assessment.
simplified approach based on the return period of the flood event. To date no detailed comparison has explored the credibility of these equations in the context of national risk estimates. Although they are widely considered to be a significant simplification and not appropriate for local studies or studies that require the inflow hydrograph to be estimated. The representation of breach processes can clearly be improved within RASP, for example van Damme 2012 introduced a rapid breach model that is expressly designed for use within flood risk models\(^{36}\), but the associated impact on the national risk estimates remains difficult to determine.

**Inundation simulation:** The RFSM (introduced earlier) is exceptionally computationally efficient at the expense of a full representation of the physical processes. Environment Agency (2010) compares the results from a wide range of models for a series of tests and (unsurprising) concludes that those that solve the full SWEs with shock-capturing schemes are most accurate for use, especially where breach simulation is required\(^{37}\). No evidence was presented on the influence this improved representation would make if implemented at a national scale or the associated cost of doing so. Arguments of physical reasoning however provide a compelling case for replacing the RFSM with a dynamically linked floodplain and channel model (particularly in undefended areas). This dynamic link is important for a number of reasons. Most notably the loss of water from the river channel to the floodplain from upstream breaches is reflected with a lowering of the downstream river-channel water level (the river-channel/floodplain feedback mechanism). This would also enable breach models to provide the 1D/2D link. Despite the undoubted improvement this would provide at a local scale there is legitimate debate, given limited resources, around where improvement priorities lie and the nature of the national scale analysis tools.

**Estimating damage given flooding:** The estimate of damage relies upon the National Receptor Dataset (NRD) to determine the location and type of property (residential or non-residential broken down by a series of sub-classes) and flood damage relationships from the Multi-coloured Manual (MCM) to convert an estimate of the flood hazard within an Impact Cell to pounds damage. Both of these have the potential for introducing significant error. For example, Figure 5 highlights the potential difficulty in using receptor data for assessing risk at national scale when it is not practical to ground truth each point and continued efforts to implement ‘intelligent automated rules’ to avoid incorrect or misleading classifications will be important.

8 Emerging framework to support the validation of probabilistic risk estimates

In recent years a number of advances have been made in how to approach the comparison of probabilistic outputs\(^{39}\). The steps below extend past studies to more specifically focus on probabilistic risk models. The emerging guiding principles of this process are outlined below:

**Step 1 – Be clear on how the estimates are intended to be used**

1.1 Ensure the intended use is well described and understood - Ensuring that all decision relevant questions to be answered are clearly set out together with the intended use and known limitations – is a crucial first task. The validation process should then be designed to respond (as a minimum) directly to these questions.

1.2 Define the nature and scale of the outputs required – Ensuring effort is devoted to validating the most important outputs in the context of the decisions being supported. This should include both the primary uses (e.g. NaFRA is primarily intended to support national scale decisions) and secondary uses (e.g. the access to NaFRA via open-data products now means outputs are often used at much more local scale than initially
intended). Being clear on specific scales and outputs that will form part of the validation process focused the validation effort and ensures the results provide meaningful insights.

Step 2 – Set practical expectations of the level of confidence required

2.1 Define validation objectives – Defining what is ‘good enough’ is extremely difficult as the degree of uncertainty that is acceptable will vary according to the specifics of the decision being made. Despite this, clear validation objectives are needed to structure the validation process. But, rather than expressing such objectives in quantified limits (as would traditionally be used in validating a river flow model for example) the validation of probabilistic risk models requires objectives couched in terms of ‘fitness for purpose’. How best to do this, in both qualitative and/or quantitative terms, presents significant challenges but nonetheless is a prerequisite to any serious attempt at validation.

Step 3 – Understand the linkage between real world and model processes

3.1 Map out important ‘real world’ processes - A critical view of the physical processes and relationships that contribute to flood events helps ensure important processes are not ignored or misrepresented because of the way the model works.

3.2 Map out the ‘model’ processes - Understanding how the model represents the individual physical processes and how the model structure brings these together to capture the real world, whole system, behaviour. In doing so, distinguish between the various elements of model components, model structure and data. Set out the interactions between data and model components to understand the dependencies within the analysis approach.

Step 4 – Undertake and record calibration and comparison activities

4.1 Calibration – Record all attempts to calibrate the individual component models (and the corrections made to model parameters) and model response. Can these factors be considered to hold true for more extreme (uncalibrated) events?

4.2 Comparisons – Record all attempts to compare the model outputs for the events of interest. This may include application of the approach to benchmark datasets and inter-comparison of alternative modelling approaches (including model component comparison and comparison of results from alternative system models). In doing so, use well defined comparable observations where these exist and recognise the difficulties, and inevitable errors, in such observations.

Step 5 – Assess uncertainty and identify key sensitivities

Whilst a comprehensive, quantified uncertainty analysis of models used for risk assessments such as NaFRA is a formidable challenge, a pragmatic framework for uncertainty assessment is proposed in Figure 6. This comprises five sub-tasks as outlined below.

5.1 Assess uncertainty – Record any attempt to formally assess uncertainty (using scientifically defensible approaches). But also accept structured expert argument (where judgements are transparent and available for challenge) as a valid contribution where clearly supported by evidence (for example, in the absence of sufficient measurements or alternative models that can be considered to approximate the "truth", expert interpretation is required – for example applying engineering judgement to alternative breach models or fragility inputs).

5.2 Determine sensitivities - Record any attempt to determine key sensitivities and provide real world arguments to explain the model behaviour.

5.3 Provide confidence statements – Explicitly include confidence statements (either qualitatively or quantitative) and the evidence upon which they are based.

5.4 Be clear on deficiencies – Acknowledge gaps in the data and approach.

5.5 Make recommendations – Use the evidence to enable future improvements to be targeted. Focus on the performance of the NaFRA outputs within important physical settings, enabling quick win improvement
opportunities to be identified (for example suggesting improvements in both undefended and defended areas).

9 Conclusions

This paper highlights the ‘validation’ of probabilistic large scale estimates of risk as a process of gaining confidence and understanding through multiple strands of inquiry. The important data, model and model structure uncertainties that currently influence NaFRA are presented together with an emerging framework of validation.

The validation framework highlights that assessing the uncertainty in a modelled estimate of risk requires more than simply an assessment of data and model parameter uncertainties; understanding the credibility of the model structure is equally, if not more, important. Doing so however is problematic and will continue to be a focus of future efforts, particularly through forensic analysis of observations and modelled outputs and by comparing results from comparable alternative system models. This is a process that remains an on-going challenge.
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